
KING HIPPY BIO
 

KingHippy is an outfit that has evolved and formed naturally over time
between its founders David Punshon and David Sye.  Together since

the eighties, the duo have been creating a wave of consciousness
through music for decades.

 
In honour of the many creative giants who pioneered and gave birth to

a period of social change and transition before them, those who
brought forth a whole new era of awareness and individual human

expression, King Hippy carry on that mantle.  This movement
previously only existed in small pockets of bohemia but they’re

bringing it into the mainstream.
 

Honouring the spirits of individuals such as Arlo Guthrie, Bowie, Leon
Russell, Jimi Hendrix, Jack Karoack, Miles Davis, Timothy Leary, King
Hippys intention is to act as a vortex of vital creativity through sound

and visual performance.  They explore the limitless possibilities of
expanded human consciousness to support and action the spread of an

evolution – a revolution.  A change that the world needs to listen to
and act upon.

 
Their music has never sounded better with performances getting
racier, more unpredictable and colourful to support their unique

brand of funk.  It’s an immersive pleasure to see them live and 2020 is
set to go off for them.

 
To support original music, live performance, activism and positive

change in the world from a fearless, timeless band that will rock your
world then check them out.



 
DAVID SYE 

Of Russian descent, King Hippy front man and song writer
David Sye is the son of a scientist mother and

international artist/performer Frankie Vaughan. 
David has performance in his blood. He's been on stage

since he was a child. bringing his love of music and
movement into his iconic acclaimed yoga practise

Yogabeats. 
 

A recognised yoga elder, David infuses his bohemian
thinking, spirituality and colourful life experience into his

song writing. Davids voice has an insane range and a
unique tone – something that cannot be taught. He can

scale up and down the octaves easily, alternating between
a rap to funk to deep jazz grooves with ease.  

 
He’s had great success with performing internationally
over the years, using his talent to raise awareness for

conflict areas. He also had great success with the song '27'
dedicated to the life of his cousin Amy Winehouse with his

second band No Mad Karma.
 

David is a true believer in how music can heal and make
positive change in the world and King Hippy will take that
mantle and lead. David feels King Hippy, his main musical
obsession, offer something different to a world drowning in

cover bands and auto tuning.



D A V I D  P U N S H O N

Keyboard maestro David Punshon is a force in music.
His talents stretch back to playing his first piano at

five years old and he hasn't stopped since. 
 

His magic on the keys is influenced by a wide range
of internal and external sources from psychedelia to

spirituality to the jazz greats - this alone makes him a
unique talent in music. 

 
David has worked with many great bands over the
years. Most notably Babe Ruth, where he provided

keys for their iconic hit 'The Mexican'; set for a King
Hippy makeover in 2019. 

 
His talent does what many musicians long for in that
it crosses over genres, effortlessly, from playing keys

with the Slovakian Radio Symphony orchestra to
writing for smash hit computer games to cultivating

the funky beats of King Hippy. 
 

The relationship between Punshon and Sye is one
that has grooved across time like a delicious wave,
adapting it's flow all the time but always remaining

fresh and true.


